DAHM'S MAKES EXCITING, NEW, WORLD CLASS RACING BODIES FOR THE HOTTEST RC CARS AND TRUCKS LIKE THE RC10, RC10T, JRX PRO SE, LXT, TRIUMPH, USA-1, CLODBUSTER, BLACKFOOT, BLUE EAGLE, TRX-1, LAZER, RC10L, RC12L, RC10LSS, OUTLAW RAMPAGE, ULTIMA, AND MANY OTHERS! DAHM'S RACING BODIES ARE DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR RC CAR OR TRUCK PERFECTLY, AND THEY ARE GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY!

D063 SCREAMER™ (SEE PAGE 7)

DAHM'S RACING BODIES ARE HIGHLY DETAILED, UNIFORM IN THICKNESS, AERODYNAMICALLY STYLED, AND ROAR AND NORRCA APPROVED. ALL OF DAHM'S 10TH AND 12TH SCALE RACING BODIES, POWER PANS, THUNDERBODIES AND WINGS ARE FORMED FROM THE HIGHEST QUALITY, CRYSTAL CLEAR .030 G.E. LEXAN FOR LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRENGTH.

D104PS TYPE O PRO STOCK (SEE PAGE 2)

DAHM'S RACING BODIES HAS BROUGHT YOU MANY ORIGINAL INNOVATIONS INCLUDING:

* INSTANT-TINT™ SELF-ADHESIVE WINDOW TINTING FILM REALISTIC. (SEE PAGE 8)
* REALISTIC, ADJUSTABLE AND FUNCTIONAL STOCK CAR SPOILERS AND PRO STOCK WINGS.

D197 COMMANDO™ (SEE PAGE 5)

AND THE MOST EXCITING, NEW INNOVATION: THUNDERBODIES™ DAHM'S THUNDERBODIES ARE AERODYNAMIC, LEXAN, GROUND EFFECTS UNDERBODIES FOR DAHM'S GTP, STOCK CAR, DIRT OVAL, AND PRO STOCK BODIES! (SEE PAGE 3)

D080 BUGGSY™ (SEE PAGE 4)

DAHMINATE THE COMPETITION!
DAHM'S RACE-PROVEN PRO STOCK RACING BODIES ARE THE WINNER'S CHOICE! THESE HOT DRAG RACING BODIES FEATURE SUPER NARROW, AERODYNAMIC STYLING, MOLDED-IN HOOD SCOOP, BOLT-ON ADJUSTABLE WING WITH MOUNTING HARDWARE, AND DUAL PARACHUTES. THEY ARE SHOWN ON THE FINE DESIGN PRO STOCK CAR, AND ALSO FIT OTHER NARROW ON ROAD CARS LIKE THE RC10LSS.

D103PS TYPE T - Pro Stock Body
DAHM'S Pro Stock Wing can be adjusted to control down force on the rear of the car. Use Thunderbody No. D129 with this super aerodynamic body.

D102PS TYPE P - Pro Stock Body
This IEDA Nationals race winning body is super detailed. The bolt-on wing is functional. Use Thunderbody No. D128 with this body.

D101PS TYPE L - Pro Stock Body
Use Thunderbody No. D127 with this great body.

D147 TYPE L - Stock Car Body - 12th Scale
DAHM'S new 12th Scale Stock Car bodies feature super aerodynamic styling, fine detailing, and an adjustable bolt-on rear spoiler with mounting hardware. The realistic spoiler actually allows you to control the down force on the rear of the car. Use Thunderbody No. D184 with this body for race-winning handling and speed!

D148 TYPE T - Stock Car Body - 12th Scale
These new 12th Scale Stock Car bodies fit the 12th Scale on road cars like the RC12L. Use Thunderbody No. D186 with this body.

D135 SPICE GTP - 10th Scale - Standard Width
This Spice GTP fits most standard width on road cars like the RC10L. The Spice GTP features low aerodynamic styling, fine detailing, vents and scoops that can be cut out (making them functional), and a GTP wing (not shown). Use Thunderbody No. D134 with this body.

D065 SPICE GTP - 10th Scale - Narrow Width
This new body is designed to fit narrow on road cars like the RC10LSS. This super aerodynamic GTP racing body features fine detailing, functional scoops and vents, and a GTP Wing. Use Thunderbody No. D061.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
DAHM'S PROFESSIONAL LEVEL STOCK CAR BODIES ARE DESIGNED FOR THE RACER THAT WANTS THAT EXTRA EDGE! THESE RACE-WINNING, AERODYNAMIC BODIES FEATURE REALISTIC, BOLT-ON, ADJUSTABLE SPOILERS. THE SPOILERS ARE FUNCTIONAL, AND ALLOW YOU TO ADJUST THE DOWN FORCE ON THE REAR OF THE CAR. COMBINE ANY OF THESE GREAT BODIES WITH A GROUND-EFFECTS THUNDERBODY™ FOR AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION!

D104 TYPE O - Stock Car Body - Narrow Width
DAHM'S narrow width Stock Car bodies fit the narrow Super Speedway cars like the RC10LSS. Use Thunderbody No. D183 with this body.

D101 TYPE L - Stock Car Body - Narrow Width
DAHM'S narrow width Stock Car bodies fit very low and tight on the narrow Super Speedway cars. Use Thunderbody No. D127.

D130 TYPE O - Stock Car Body - Standard Width
DAHM'S standard width Stock Car bodies fit the standard width on road cars like the RC10L. Use Thunderbody No. D182 with this body.

D133 TYPE L - Stock Car Body - Standard Width
DAHM'S standard Stock Car bodies feature fine detailing including, 3-D window vents, hood pins, gas caps, trunk pins, window straps, windshield clips, vents, and much more! Use Thunderbody No. D122 with this body.

D103 TYPE T - Stock Car Body - Narrow Width
Use Thunderbody No. D129 with this super aerodynamic body.

D138 TYPE P - Stock Car Body - Standard Width
Use Thunderbody No. D123 with this body.

D139 TYPE T - Stock Car Body - Standard Width
Use Thunderbody No. D124 with this race-winning body.


DAHM'TATE THE COMPETITION!
D198 COMMANDO XL™
This exciting, fast-back racing truck body fits the LXT, RC10T, Kyosho Outlaw Ultima, and Blue Eagle. The COMMANDO XL actually fits lower than the stock bodies on all of the trucks! The COMMANDO XL features narrow aerodynamic styling, fine detailing, hood scoop (for shock clearance), roll bars, rear tarps, number plates, sunroof, extra long cab with small side windows, rear scoops (for shock clearance), dual recessed gas caps, rear vents (can be cut open), a racing spoiler with mounting hardware, and complete instructions for low mounting on these four trucks.

COMMANDO XL™ Shown on the RC10T, Painted by Michael Ogle.

COMMANDO XL™ Shown on the Traxxas Blue Eagle

COMMANDO XL™ Shown on the LXT

COMMANDO XL™ Shown on the Kyosho Outlaw Ultima

D080 BUGGSY™ BUGGSY fits the RC10T like a glove! The sides of the body can be attached to the frame sides with Velcro. BUGGSY also fits the Kyosho Outlaw Raider! BUGGSY features super aerodynamic fastback styling, a chopped top, sunroof, sleek racing fenders, a whale-tail spoiler, and is lightweight. Custom painted by Michael R. Ogle.

D194ST CHEROKEE ST (71/4” W X 16 1/2”L)
The CHEROKEE ST features fine detailing, wide flared wheel wells, and a hood scoop (for shock clearance). The race-winning CHEROKEE ST fits very low on the RC10T. *

D192 RUFF-E-NUFF™ (6 1/4”W x 17”L)
RUFF-E-NUFF is shown on the Traxxas Blue Eagle with DAHM'S Monster Power Pan™ (No. D126 - Lexan Underbody). RUFF-E-NUFF also fits the JRXT, Junior T, Kyosho USA-1, Clodbuster, Tamiya Hi Lux, and King Cab, and narrow on road cars. RUFF-E-NUFF features a sunroof, racing spoiler with mounting hardware, custom cab extension, custom painting instructions, and number plate templates.

* May require longer body mount posts for some cars.

DAHMIMATE THE COMPETITION!

DAHM'S RACING BODIES, P.O. BOX 360, COTATI, CA 94931 USA (707) 792-1316
D197 COMMANO™ This New, Exciting, Aerodynamic "Fastback" Racing Truck Body fits the RC10T low and tight - so tight that you can attach it to the sides of the frame with Velcro. The COMMANO also includes instructions for mounting very low on the JRXT. The COMMANO features a hood scoop (for shock clearance), roll bar, rear tarp, sunroof, dual recessed gas caps, rear vents (which can be cut open), a racing spoiler with mounting hardware, number plates, and super detailing. Painted by Michael R. Ogle.

D199 CAMINO 2000™ (9"W x 17 3/4"L) The "Truck of the Future" fits most on road cars like the USA-1, Clodbuster, and Blackfoot. The CAMINO 2000's super aerodynamic shape, lightweight, and fine detailing also make it a race-winning drag racing truck!

D196 STARFIGHTER™ (7 1/4"W x 16 1/2"L) This exciting, custom, Aerostar Van Body - the STARFIGHTER - fits most trucks like the USA-1 or Clodbuster, and narrow on road cars like the RC10LSS. The STARFIGHTER features wide wheel flares, sunroof, and side windows (painted over in photo)

D125 SUPER SPORT 454 (8 3/4" W x 18"L) This Big Custom Truck Body fits most trucks and on road cars. The Super Sport features wide flared wheel wells, custom hood scoop with vents, fine detailing, and a molded-in rear spoiler. This hot truck body is shown on the RC10L.

D125 SUPER SPORT 454 - This Great Body fits the USA-1, Blackfoot, Clodbuster, Blue Eagle, JRXT, and most other trucks. SUPER SPORT 454 is shown on the Clodbuster, with bumpers and tailgate removed. The rear spoiler is made from sheel Lexan, and the number plates are included.

"IN MY OPINION, IRA DAHM IS MAKING THE BEST BODIES ON THE MARKET TODAY."
F. DALE CAUTHEN - DRESSING FOR SUCCESS - COMPETITION PLUS

D137 PERSUADER™ (6 1/8"W x 13 1/8"L) This custom 1932 Hot Rod Sedan fits the Fine Design Pro Stock Car and most other 10th scale cars. The PERSUADER features a chopped top, sunroof, optional supercharger & dual parachutes, fine detailing, and side windows (painted over in the photo)
D120 ULTRA™ DAHM'S Futuristic ULTRA Racing Body fits the Kyosho Triumph, Ultima Pro, Optima Mid, JRX2, and many others. ULTRA features super aerodynamic styling, wide side pods, a Super Fin Wing™, trim lines for the JRX2 and Triumph, and cooling vents that can be cut open. Use Power Pan Underbody No. D145 with the ULTRA.

D105 WARRIOR™ DAHM'S WARRIOR is one of the most popular dune buggy bodies ever made. WARRIOR is designed for the RC10, and can be mounted with Velcro. The WARRIOR can be easily mounted on many different off road cars by using DAHM'S Power Pan Underbody No. D140. The WARRIOR's race-winning design features a low aerodynamic shape, wide side pods, cooling vents that can be cut open, and a Super Fin Wing™.

D150 RAZER™ DAHM'S RAZER Body fits the Kyosho Lazer, Raider Pro, and Yokomo YZ10. RAZER features narrow aerodynamic styling, trim lines, rear vents, motor cooling vents that can be cut open, and a Super Fin Wing™. Use Power Pan Underbody No. D155 with the RAZER.

D120 ULTRA™ Shown on the JRX2

D160 DIRT DANCER™ DAHM'S DIRT DANCER Racing Body is shown on a Kyosho Ultima Pro - Monster Conversion. It also fits the Kyosho Raider Pro. DIRT DANCER features a tight, frame-hugging design, beautiful aerodynamic styling, rear deck spoiler, cooling vents that can be cut open, trim lines, and a Super Fin Wing™. Use Power Pan Underbody No. D165 with the DIRT DANCER.

D170 WARRIOR II™ The WARRIOR II Body fits the RC10 and RC10 Graphite. WARRIOR II features include low, aerodynamic styling, shock tower bracing, wide side pods, cooling vents, and a Super Fin Wing™. Use Power Pan Underbody No. 175 with this body.

"THE CAR'S SPEED ON LONG, SMOOTH STRAIGHTS IS BLISTERING, AND IT'S STABILITY IS IMPRESSIVE (SURPRISING FOR A SCALE 600 M.P.H. PLUS.) WHEN I DROVE IT WITHOUT A THUNDERBODY, IT WAS CLEAR THAT THE REDUCTION IN DRAG THIS PART PROVIDES REALLY DOES AFFECT HIGH SPEED STABILITY."
JEFF BRONSTEIN - COBRA SS - RC CAR ACTION
DAHM'S HOT NEW SCREAMER Racing Body hugs the RC10 tub frame so tight, you can mount it with Velcro. SCREAMER also fits the RC10 Graphite's stock body mounts! SCREAMER is super aerodynamic, light, low, and narrow - a Winning Combination! SCREAMER features a wrap-around windshield, RC10 trim lines, Super Fin Wing™, escape hatch, and a special motor cooling scoop which catches cool air and directs it right onto your motor!

D109 CHAMPION™ DAHM'S CHAMPION Racing Body fits the RC10 and RC10 Graphite. CHAMPION features smooth aerodynamic styling, stabilizing fins, RC10 trim lines, a Super Fin Wing™, escape hatch, shock tower bracing, and a motor cooling scoop that directs cool air onto your motor. This beautiful CHAMPION body was custom painted by Michael R. Ogle. Use Power Pan Underbody No. D143 with the CHAMPION.

POWER PANS™ DAHM'S POWER PANS are Lexan Underbodies that are custom fit to DAHM'S dune buggy bodies. POWER PANS protect your frame, make your car more aerodynamic, keep dirt and moisture out, protect your body, and allow you to mount your body with Velcro.

D107 TERROR™ DAHM'S TERROR Racing Body fits the Traxxas TRX-1, Kyosho Triumph, Junior 2, JRX-PRO, and JRX PRO SE. TERROR features narrow aerodynamic styling, cooling vents for the batteries and the E.S.C., a Super Fin Wing™, and trim lines for the JRX PRO, TRX-1, and Triumph. Use Power Pan Underbody No. D141 for the TERROR.

D181 THUNDERBODY™ DEVASTATOR THUNDERBODY increases speed, keeps dirt out, protects your body and frame, improves handling, eliminates front-end chatter, increases running times, improves ground effects, and strengthens the sides of the body!

D180 DEVASTATOR™ DAHM'S Race-Winning DEVASTATOR Dirt Oval Racing Body is a record holder in Northern California. DEVASTATOR features low aerodynamic styling, fine detailing, an asymmetrical driver's compartment, rear spoiler with mounting hardware, and a hood scoop for shock clearance.

DAHM'S RACING BODIES
P.O. BOX 360, COTATI, CA 94931-0360 USA
PHONE: 707-792-1316
FAX: 707-792-0137
INSTANT-TINT™ Window Tinting Film
Self-adhesive INSTANT-TINT is the quick and easy way to tint windows. Just cut the INSTANT-TINT to size, remove the backing, and stick it on! INSTANT-TINT works best on flat and simple curved windows.

SMOKE GREY D810 - 8" x 4 1/2" D814 - 8" x 9"
SKY BLUE D811 - 8" x 4 1/2" D815 - 8" x 9"
CHERRY RED D812 - 8" x 4 1/2" D816 - 8" x 9"

D194 CHEROKEE (7 1/4"W X 16 1/2") DAHM'S Custom CHEROKEE Body fits most trucks like the Kyosho USA-1, Tamiya Clodbuster, King Cab, Hi Lux, Blue Eagle, and narrow on road cars. CHEROKEE features realistic styling, fine detailing and wide, flared wheel wells.

D195 AVENGER 2000™ (9"W X 17 1/4"L) The "Van of the Future" fits most on road racing cars and monster trucks like the Kyosho USA-1, Tamiya Clodbuster, and Blackfoot. The AVENGER 2000 features super futuristic aerodynamic styling, side windows (painted over in photo), and fine detailing.

D193 FEVER™ (7 3/4"W X 17"L) This Custom Dakota Body - FEVER fits most monster trucks like the Clodbuster, USA-1, Hi Lux, King Cab, Blue Eagle, and narrow on road cars. FEVER features narrow, aerodynamic styling, custom cab extension, a supercharger, and flared wheel wells.

D191 THRILLER™ (7 1/4"W X 16 1/2"L) This Custom Pathfinder Body - the THRILLER fits most trucks like the Kyosho USA-1, Tamiya Clodbuster, Blue Eagle, Hi Lux, King Cab, and narrow on road cars like the RC10LSS. THRILLER is shown on a RC10 Monster Truck Conversion. THRILLER features wide, flared wheel wells, realistic styling, super detailing, and a sunroof.

"DAHM'S INSTANT WINDOW TINT ADDS AN EXTRA TOUCH OF CLASS TO THE FINISHED VEHICLE."
RICK HOULE - WINNING CONCOURSE - RC CAR ACTION